FACT LIST FOR DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH

1. Queen-size bed
2. Silver-brown carpet
3. Dark brown chest of drawers
4. Small closet
5. Small color tv
6. Dark brown bed side stand that matches chest of drawers
7. Brown bed spread
8. Coin change always on chest of drawers
9. Indian headdress hanging on wall
10. Indian pictures hanging on wall
11. Indian statues on dresser & bed side stand
12. Bed hardly ever made
13. Mirror on closet door
14. Magazines under bed (Wildlife & dog)
15. Dog bed in the corner where cocker spaniel sleeps

My Bedroom

My bedroom is one of my favorite places. It has a silver brown carpet on
the floor. I have a rather small closet which holds all my clothes and which
is always a mess. My bed is also always a mess. It is a queen size bed and it
has a brown bed spread, but it is usually unmade. In one corner I have a chest
of drawers that is dark brown; on it I keep my change. I also have an Indian
statue on the chest of drawers. My bed side stand matches the chest and also
has an Indian statue on it. My small color T.V. set is across the room next to
the closet door. On my right wall I have some Indian pictures and on the
opposite wall there is an Indian headdress. I have some Natural Wildlife
magazines and some magazines about dog raising which I keep under my bed. A
dog bed is in the corner where my cocker spaniel sleeps.

My Bedroom

When first walking into my bedroom, most people first think of Indians.
This is probably due to all of the Indian decorations all over my room. On my
right wall, above my bed, I have painting of Indians robbing trains, hunting
buffalo, and so forth. On the opposite wall I have a beautiful hand-made
eagle feather headdress. On my chest of drawers I have two different Indian
statues; one is an Indian girl dipping water and the other is of an Indian
chief smoking a peace pipe. Of course my bedroom does not stay as clean as a
teepee. There are usually loose change, books, and pencils, and papers
scattered over my chest of drawers. My rather small closet that barely holds
all of my clothes, always stays a mess. When first entering my bedroom, a
person might think of Indians, but when leaving, he will probably think I need
a maid.